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Sellouts are Pervasive

• Sellouts are pervasive in recreational activities.
• Government run campgrounds in the United States: Online booking.
• Free beaches where parking is limited.

• And other activities, too…
• Primary health care provider panel may be full.
• Classes at a university fill up: Pick a different general education requirement.
• Reservations at a restaurant.
• People at a movie seeing Angry Birds instead of  Finding Dory



Incentives

• Sellouts are different than crowding – crowding is a well-studied 
feature (McConnell 1977).

• Sellouts alter the choice set.  They are not an attribute of  the choice.
• Are choice sets observable?

• Yes – if  they are explicitly provided in the data.
• No – in aggregate data.



Literature

• Examples of  Logit Models applied to Fisheries: Haab, et.al. (2012), 
Carson, Hanemann, and Wegge (2009)… many others

• Incomplete choice availability violates a major assumption of  the 
standard or even more complicated random utility models (RUM’s), used 
in many recreational studies.

• Inventory stockout problem well-studied – understanding consumer 
demand main objective.

• Conlon and Mortimer (2013) use (frequentist) adjustment directly in the utility 
function; computationally expensive.

• Musalem, et.al. (2010) use Bayesian adjustment for shampoo sales.



Small Vending Machine Example

• Let’s say there is a small vending machine with plain and seltzer water.
• People like the bubbles; their utility is Uij = (β1 + β2bubblesi)(mLi) – pricei

+ εij.
• If  there are 10 of  each, but 20 people order water bottles before you 

were able to document the sellout, you have no idea who bought what.  
Model is unidentified.



Screenshot of  Fisherman’s Landing Google Map Integration
Fisherman’s Landing is one of  many popular CPFV destination in San Diego.



Screenshot of  Fisherman’s Landing 
booking service (took on June 27).



Empirical Application

• What is the willingness to pay for highly migratory species 
(“HMS”; “tuna”; “5 prized species”) recreation catch in San 
Diego?

• Albacore tuna, Bluefin tuna, Dolphinfish, Yellowfin Tuna, and Yellowtail
• Unequal marginal willingness to pay between the recreational and commercial 

fishery (fish price) is inefficient.  These species are a scarce resource.

• Do sellouts impact the estimation?



Industry Review

• Consumer passenger fishing vessel (CPFV) – “party boats” – support 
recreational fishing trips off  the coast of  California.

• “Party boat” industry in Southern California – 2013: 500,000 angler days; 
1500 jobs (Hilger 2014).

• Industry divides trips into trip types based on the length of  the trip (½ 
day, ¾ day, full day, overnight, 1½ day, 2 day)

• Our focus is on 1-2 day trips in San Diego County

• Trip type helps determine the type of  fish targeted.



Data

• Skipper’s Log Book
• Fish catch.
• Passenger load.
• Date
• Vessel

• Price data is from archived vessel websites.



Simulation

• We run a standard conditional logit model simulation with 6 vessels and ~100,000 
people.

• Utility Ubit = v′bitβ + εbit, individual probability 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
′ 𝛽𝛽

∑𝑏𝑏=1
𝐵𝐵 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

′ 𝛽𝛽
.

• The correct Willingness to Pay is $3.00
• Capacities are constrained to (20,15,10,100,100,100) spots each time period, with 

N(70,15²) customers.
• Vessel 1 is typically preferred, although allowed to vary.
• Share of  vessels without constraints would be (54%,28%,12%,4%,1%,<1%) but with 

capacity constraints it is (25%,16%,8%,30%,14%,6%).
• Estimating with infinite capacity: WTP = $3.01.
• Estimating with limited capacity and not accounting for sellouts:

WTP = $1.91.



Application Overview

• Three step process:
• First, estimate the probability that each trip sells out.

• Vessel Fixed Effects, Number of  People in the Market
• Second, take out the vessel from an individual’s choice set with that probability 

(if  person did not select).
• Third, estimate the RUM with the new choice set.



Step One

• First, run a linear probability model.
soldoutbemrt = 1{soldout according to algorithm}.  Vessel b, trip-type e, time 
period t, month m, and trip r.  Dummy variables V, M, and E.

soldoutbemrt = δNt + α1Vb + α2Mm + α3Ee + α4pricerEe + εbemrt





Step Two

• Find �𝑝𝑝 = �𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − �̂�𝛿 �𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖. �𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖~𝑈𝑈(0,1).
• Here, �̂�𝛿 is simulating the queue.
• Trip is eliminated from a person’s choice set if  person did not choose 

that trip with probability �𝑝𝑝 + �𝜎𝜎 �𝑞𝑞, where �𝜎𝜎 is the standard error of  the 
forecast, and �𝑞𝑞 is a draw from the normal distribution.



Step Three

• Look at each vessel-trip type combination’s track record last season –
their proportion of  “5 prized species” caught as a fraction of  total fish 
(probbet).

• Person i, vessel b, trip-type e, trip r, time period t.
• Time periods: 2 per week (Fri-Sun, Mon-Thurs)

• blb is beam × length of  vessel b.

𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �
ι∈{1,1.5,2}

τιpropbet1ιday + �
ι∈{1 .5,2}

φι1ιday + βprice𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 + βhℎ𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 + βsblb + �
ι∈{1,2}

βaageb
ι



Interpretation of  WTP Coefficient

• Quantities of  interest:

�
ι∈{1,1.5,2}

τιpropbet1ιday

• Each τι describes the increased WTP for a trip that catches all “5 prized 
species” vs. a trip that does not catch any “5 prized species.”  A 10 
percentage point increase in that particular catch would have an increased 
WTP of  0.1τι.



Comparison of  WTP Estimates
Restricted Restricted Unrestricted Unrestricted
Standard 
Model

Sell-out 
Model

Standard 
Model

Sell-out 
Model

Prop × Overnight $37 $161 $81 $198
Prop × 1½ Day $82 $209 -$19 $52
Prop × 2 Day $232 $434 -$10 $274
WTP 1½ Day $122 $166
WTP 2 Day $252 $166





Test of  Model

• To determine significance, confidence intervals for each 1000 draws are 
compared.

• To test whether model is different from standard model, we run SUR test 
on (βij/βprice) – (αj/αprice) [α represents naïve regression].
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